
Robert Smith 
Development Analyst II

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Results-oriented Development Analyst for Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC with 15 
years experience supporting Aftersales. Extensive experience working in 
the call center that handles 2+ million contacts yearly. Fluent in call center 
technologies, business software and analyzing operations. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Development Analyst II
Mercede -   2011 – Present 

Responsibilities:

 Generate KPI reporting and dashboards to evaluate/track/trend 
performance in the following areas Vehicle symptom and new vehicle 
launch monitoring (passenger cars/vans), telephony, chat email queues 
(inbound/outbound) volume and service levels.

 Generate comprehensive VOC (voice of the customer) complaint 
analysis and situational ad-hoc reporting for various stakeholders.

 Identify performance gaps, present statistics, provide 
recommendations, develop solutions.

 Provide logistical support and collaborate with legal, engineering, 
quality teams, product management, marketing and Daimler AG, 
Maastricht, Netherlands by identifying relevant issue coding and pulling 
CRM data for various initiatives (NHTSA, litigation, quality tracking, new 
model/early warnings, component complaint/functionality feedback).

 Providing budget insights and monthly tracking by cost center and cost 
element (SAP/COFICO).

 Analyze call center CSI (customer satisfaction index) program, negotiate
vendor contracts, support API data integration, developed program 
rules/suppressions; result increase in CSI response rate (from 4% to 
36%), higher agent CSI scores; launched a service recovery program to 
team leads, developed micro-coaching program for lcm 
trainers/coaching team.

 Conduct gap-analysis on various systems in preparation for systems 
upgrades, replacements.

Workforce Management Lead
Mercede -   2003 – 2010 

Responsibilities:

 Managed scheduling coordinator team and supported 200+ seat call 
center by analyzing organization structure, determining FTE 
requirements and volume trends, deploying the right resources at the 
right times to satisfy customer demands and meet KPI and budget 
objectives.

 Identify performance gaps, present statistics, provide 
recommendations, develop solutions.

 Analyzed requirements (what-if scenario building), developed entirely 
new &quot;FLEX&quot; scheduling model for 2009; optimized and 
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SKILLS

Ability To Utilize Large 
Sets Of Data Within CRM
System Or Data 
Warehouse to Identify 
Quantitative And 
Qualitative Trends, 
Develop Insights Into 
Actionable Intelligence, 
Reveal Causal Factors 
And Generate Forecasts, 
Presentation Design - 
Adept At Generating 
Professional, Executive-
level Presentations, 
Forecasting And 
Scheduling - 
Administrator-level/SME 
Knowledge: Call Center 
And CRM Systems, 
Customer Satisfaction - 
Administration Of 
CSI/CSAT And Related 
Rewards Program, Key 
Performance Reporting 
-Proficient In KPI 
Dashboard Reporting 
And Performance 
Scorecards.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
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realigned employee shifts and team assignments in roadside and 
customer assistance business areas measurably increasing both service
levels and employee satisfaction while decreasing budget requirements.

 Prepare and maintain meeting documents for case /staffing review and 
pipeline review meetings on a monthly basis.

 Tracked sector business performance metrics, such as win/loss rates.
 Researched, identified, and tracked potential business opportunities in 

the public sector through various online bid boards, market research 
tools, and web subscriptions.

 Provided dashboard-style KPI reporting at the organization and agent 
levels as well as budget impact insights to senior management.

Education

Certification in Automotive Enterprise Studies - 2003 to 
2003(Fairleigh Dickinson University-Metropolitan Campus  - Teaneck, 
NJ )
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